Immunolocalization of DNA at nucleolar structural components in onion cells.
Intranucleolar DNA, including ribosomal DNA (rDNA), was localized in situ in proliferating onion cells under the electron microscope using an anti-DNA monoclonal antibody and a postembedding indirect immunogold procedure. In the interphase nucleolus of this species, characterized by a very high amount of rRNA genes, we found DNA concentrated mostly in fibrillar centres (FCs) and in the region of the dense fibrillar component (DFC) immediately surrounding them. Clusters of gold particles were frequently seen covering both of these structural components of the nucleolus at the same time. Moreover, the same technique, applied to transcriptionally arrested quiescent onion cells, showed the nucleolar DFC devoid of DNA. Also, in mitotic cells at telophase, the prenucleolar material, which has the same morphological and cytochemical features as the DFC, does not contain DNA. These data suggest the existence of at least two subcomponents of the DFC in the onion cell nucleolus, one associated with pre-rRNA synthesis, and the other, with further processing of transcripts, already released from the rDNA template. We conclude that the first subcomponent forms part of the "transition between FC and DFC", which is the in situ structural counterpart of pre-rRNA synthesis. This transition is morphologicaly sizeable in onion cells, because of their high number of rRNA genes and the large size of the DFC mass; however, it would be largely detectable in situ in other cell systems, where the whole DFC comprises only a thin layer and the amount of rDNA is considerably reduced.